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Abstract:

The last 18 months in the lead up to deregulation of domestic aviation in Australia has
been dynamic.. In this papeI, designed to provide an indication of the level of industry
activity pIior to deregulation, the industry is reviewed oveI peIiods of time both
before and after tbe pilots dispute, and some of the effects of the pilots dispute on the
aviation industry are considered The papeI also considers the initiatives by the
established airlines and the progress of potential new entrants in the lead up to
deregulation.
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Introduction

On 31 October 1990, interstate domestic aviation in Anstralia will be deregnlated.. This
event represents a fundamental change in the domestic aviation environment and a
watershed in industry-wide operations and market trends
The pmpose of this paper is to review the key events and developments leading
up to deregulation of the industry, focusing particnlarly on:
the effects of the pilots' dispute on the aviation industry and the deregulatmy
environment;
the initiatives of the incumbent airlines in the lead up to deregulation;
the progress that the majm potential new entrants have made in their intentions
to provide airline services after deregulation; and
the expectations for and influences on airline passenger growth after
deregulation
The sequence of events and arrangements for the rebuilding of air services after
the pilots' dispute has been adeqnately documented elsewhere and so has not been
recounted Rather, this paper is concerned with the effects of the dispute on the aviation
industry.

Industry Overview
Ihe past fifeteen years have reflected the dynamic nature of Australia's domestic
aviation industry Following strong growth in demand up to 1979/80, Figure 1 shows
that industry growth plateaued before going into decline with the economic recession
which turned around at the end of 1982/83 Ihis was followed by strong growth in the
six years up to 1988/89 Ihe average annual growth rate for the industry over the
decade to June 1989 of around 3 percent, is not indicative of the industry Following
the decline in traffic levels betweeu 1980/81 and 1982/83 the industry grew at an
average annual rate of over 5 percent for the remaining period to 1988/89, with
particularly high annual growth of over 9 percent for 1987/88 when traffic levels were
boosted by the events of the bicentenary celebrations and World Expo 88 during the
year
The pilots' dispute which commenced during August 1989, along with other
industrial action earlier in the year, was largely responsible for the number of
passengers carried by the domestic airlines declining by 30 percent during 1989/90
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Figure 1: Domestic ab line passengers uplifted, 1975/76 to 1988/89

The real effect of the dispute can be assessed against predictions made by the Bureau of
Transport and Communications Economics (BTCE), prior to the dispute, which had
shown an expected zero growth in naffic levels for the 1989/90 year (BTCE 1989).
The rebuilding of the airlines following the pilots' dispute saw the supply of
domestic airline capacity (comprising of the major "nunk" and regional airlines) for the
total network return to at least the levels for corresponding periods in 1989 by May of
1990.. On the demand side, while passengers carried returned to similar levels achieved
for the same titne last year by April, the levels have not been maintained consistently
The airlines' restoration of capacity to pre-dispute levels, has been achieved with
considerable netwOIk and schedule resnucturing on their part. This has resulted in
some inconsistencies in the level of services being provided across the network when
compared to the airlines' pre·dispute networks The rebuilding process generally
progressed more rapidly for the major capital city routes .
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Effects of the pilots' dispute

In order to show the impact of the pilots' dispute on the industry and the airlines' tactics
in the lead up to deregulation, it is proposed to view the industty over the three years to
30 June 1989, before the pilots' dispute, and also provide a snapshot of the industry at
30 June 1990, after the dispute..

Industry view over three years to 30 June 1989
For the year ending 30 June 1989 around 153 million passengers were carried by the
Australian airline industry, including both dnmestic and commuter airline activity.
Figure 2 shows the breakdown of passengers carried by the tluee sectors of the industry
providing scheduled services, where the major domestic airlines carried 77 percent, the
regional airlines carried a futther 14 percent and the commuter operators carried 9
percent of airline passenger~ far the year.

~Oom~ut.r
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Figure 2: Market shar·e by operator category for scheduled passenger services,

1988/89.
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Traffic growth in rerms of revenue passenger kilometres (RPKs) performed by the
airlines on scheduled services for 1988/89 was 35 percent This growth rate is slightly
above the average annnal growth rate of around 3 percent that was achieved over the
last decade until the pilots' dispute, however it is considerably lower than the 9 percent
growth that was achieved in the previous year which was atttibutable to the stimulation
of demand by the bicentenary celebrations and Expo 88 The lower growth rate for
1988/89, which also contained the effects of the bicentenary and Expo, was largely due
to the reduced volume of traffic carried during the fint half of 1989 compared to the
same period in 1988 In order to place traffic levels for the rust half of 1989 in
per'spective, traffic was depressed as a result of:
travel plans largely being brought forward during 1988 to coincide with the
bicentenary and Expo; and
industrial action taken by air traffic controllers and airline support staff during
the first half of 1989, which had an adverse effect on travel plans..
Despite these occurrences, traffic levels for the first half of 1989 were however, greater
than for the first haIf of 1987.
The number of ports served by the domestic airlines declined over the three
years to June 1989 from a total of 95 ports at June 1986 to a total of 68 ports at June
1989. The decline in ports served by the domestic airlines was counter balanced by an
increase in the number of ports served by the commuter operators and also resulted in
increased services to some ports by commuters where they already operated
complementary services at the time the domestic airlines ceased services to the port
The decline in the number of ports served by the domestic airlines reflects an
increase in the concentration of services to larger population centres. The rural centres
continued to be served by the commuter operators to carry passengers on relatively
short-haul trips to the major regional centr'es and capital cities where passengers then
transfer to the domestic airlines for longer haul trips between major regional centres and
capital cities The increased concentration of services to particular key centres is
reflected by a decline in departures recorded for the domestic airlines, but at the same
time the performance of the airlines, in terms of RPKs performed, has increased. This
increase in RPKs performed by the airlines reflects the longer average stage distance
being operated by the airlines, evidenced by the increase from 700 kilometres in
1986/87 to 780 kilometres iu 1988/89
The major network features in the industry at 30 June 1989 are summarised in
the top 30 domestic routes, listed in Table 1.. At that time:
the top five routes accounted for 43 percent of the total number of passengers
carried by the domestic airlines;
the top ten, accounted for 58 percent of the total; and
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TABLE 1: TOP 30 ROUTES SERVED BY DOMESTIC AIRLINES,
FOR 3 MONTHS ENDING 30 JUNE1989

1
2.

3
4.

5.

Load
Percentage laClor
oltotal
C%\
17.5
73.3
10.4
66.9
5.8
75.2
4.6
71.1
4.4
60.3

Route
Melbourne-Sydney
Brisbane-Svdnev
Adelaide-Melbourne
Coolanoatta-Svdnev
Canberra-SydneY

Passenoers
598,029
354,303
197,849
156,730
149,540

Adelaide-Svdney
Canberra-Melbourne
Brisbane-Townsville

118,313
103,809
101,365

3.4
3.0
2.9

75.3
54.1
76.8

91,966
85,152
65,978
63,916
60,344
59,963
52,551
52,215
45,781
42,008

2.6
2.4
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.2

73.8
74.0
51.7
77.5
77.8
72.4
73.4
73_9
80.6
78.0

6
7

8
9
10.
11
12
13
14.
15
16.
17
18
19
20.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30.

Launceston-Melbourne
Hobart-Melbourne
Cairns-Townsville
Perth-Sydney
Adelaide-Perth
Brisbane-Rockhamoton
Brisbane-Gairns
Melbourne-CoolanQatta
Alice Soonos-Darwin
Adelaide-Alice Sprims

!et~tii:~::::::::::'::,':::':':::::::,:i~?:2;1J?:::::'::'::::?5~~:,',::::::":

Karratha-Perth
Mackav-RockhamPton
Devonoort-Melbourne
KalQooriie-Perth
Mce Soones-Svdnev
Bosbane-CoolanQalla
Coils Harbour-Svdnev
Alburv-SydneY
Svdnev-Tamworth
Hobart-Launceston

30,432
26,568
25,640
25,607
24,664
23,246
22,548
21,653
19,192
17,272

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5

74.6
39.7
71.4
68.8
63.0
31.9
68.0
65.0
54.1
39.4

!~~I1ee·.~:,:":::"::,::':':::'.,':::,::3;!~;i~.::':··':.::~~:~::·::.E;;··,'

OlherRoutes
ITOTAL

I

561,7051

134186641

17,51 n.a
100171.11

Note: Passenger figures are traffic on board bV stage which detail the
aggregated (including transit) movement 01 revenue traffic from
one airport to the next, regardless 01 the tickeled origin and
destination.
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the top 30 accounted for 83 percent of the total
The top ten routes reflects the dominance of eastern Australia in the aviation industry,
with the routes predominantly consisting of east coast capital cities and Queensland
tourist destinations

Industry snapshot at 30 June 1990
Reduced traffic levels for the year ended 30 June 1990 are ptimarily a result of last
year's pilots' dispute and the rebuilding of the domestic airlines The 1989/90 traflic
levels fell 30 percent since the 1988/89 year, with approximately 9 9 million passengers
being carried for the 12 month period
Since the dispute the airlines have taken the opportunity with diminishing lead
time to deregulation to rebuild their operations with a 50 percent reduction in the
number of pilots employed and have also negotiated some productivity increases with
other employment sectots of the airlines such as Licensed Aircraft Maintenance
Engineers
AfteI the boom period for domestic air travel during 1988 the demand fOI air
travel dUling 1989 was severely reduced by a numbeI of other events prior to the pilots'
dispute Delays associated with congestion at Sydney airport and ongoing industrial
action by air traffic controllers were responsible fOI the start of growing dissatisfaction
among air travellers due to the unceltainty associated with flying. The pilots' dispute
provided a further frusttation to air ttavellers.. During the fust half of 1990 traffic levels
were returning to the pIe-dispute levels of the corresponding months in 1989, shown in
Fignre 3, Also, overseas short telm arrivals which accounted for around 12 percent of
domestic passengers for 1988/89, had not proven to be detelred by the pilots' dispute
according to fignres to Aplil1990 from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
By APlil1990, ttaffic levels had virtually returned to the pIe-dispute level of the
cOlresponding month in 1989, Figure 3 shows howeveI, that this achievment was not
able to be maintained fOI the following 2 months The airlines have asclibed this
situation to a "softening" in demand due to the slowing down in the Austtalian economy
lather than an ongoing effect of the pilots' dispute Since Aptil, the airlines have
exercised capacity conttols in ordeI to maintain higheI load factors and Austtalian
Airlines has offered sevelaI of its air'Claft for lease overseas due to an excess of
capacity,
The incumbent airlines have since had the task of rebuilding after the dispute,
This has brought forward the airlines'
and restoring the demand for air ttavel
inttoduction of new strategies and initiatives in marketing of the product they provide to
their customers In effect, Ansett and Australian Airlines have ah'eady begun to operate
to some extent as they intend to afteI deregulation The inteIIuptions to services
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Figure 3: Domestic passengers carried by month, 1988/89 and 1989/90
following the pilots' dispute has increased the airlines scheduling flexibility because,
due to the reduced capacity that they provided during their rebuilding, the airlines are
now well under their capacity determinations, which would otherwise have imposed a
restriction on capacity under the two-airlines policy to ensure that Anselt and Australian
ar'e allocated the same capacity on their competitive route networks Having said this,
the airlines are currently still restricted by the two-airlines policy to the extent that they
need approval to import aircraft and new fares require Independent Air Fares
Committee (IAFC) approval.
The airlines have seized the opportunity to embark on new marketing campaigns
to win back the confidence of consumers. As well as innovations in marketing with
giveaways such as cars, a year's free travel and the like, the airlines have produced new
schedules with significantly different route networks, that reflect more closely the
services that they intend to provide upon deregulation. The airlines have also began
offering large discounts on selected fares, with as much as 50 percent off economy fares
for advance pnrchases on some off peak flights and 40 percent discounts for senior
citizens.

Network and schedule change! . Since the dispute, Ansett and Australian have begun to
experiment with changes to network structures, resulting in a greater number of direct
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services on some roures which previously had received indirecr services At the same
time, ports that were predominantly intermediate ports previously, are receiving a lower
frequency of services but this is resulting in more available capacity on such routes,
This is being achieved as a result of the whole aircraft being devoted to one city pair,
instead of only say, 70 percent with the other 30 percent being occupied by transit
passengers flying on to the next port, Examples of these types of service changes are:
the Brisbane - Rockharnpton - Mackay route; and
the Melbourne - Launceston - Hobart route
Increased direct services between Brisbane - Mackay and Melbourne - Hobart with less
services to the intermediate ports is providing increased capacity overall on the routes
The cost effectiveness of this approach as opposed to serving intermediate ports enroute to a destination is dependent upon the load factors that are being acltieved on the
direct services
Capacity on a network-wide basis for domestic air services after the dispute
surpassed levels for corresponding periods in 1989 by May of 1990 However, the
services provided by the airlines since the dispute are significantly different from those
prior to the dispute, The airlines have now concentrated their main efforts on rebuilding
capacity and restoring demand toward the more dense routes where demand has ensured
the highest load factors This is at the expense of some of the thinner routes such as
Darwin - Mt Isa (4 000 passengers for the year to 30 June 1989) and Melbourne Wynyard (64 000 passengers for the year to 30 June 1989) which have lost all domestic
services since the dispute, Canberra - Sydney (600 000 passengelB for the year to 30
June 1989), though not a thin route, to June had not regained the pre-dispute frequency
of services it received for the corresponding time last year, The network changes
instituted by the airlines ar'e reflected in the updated table of the top 30 routes in Table
2, which covers the three month period to 30 June 1990 When compar'ed to Table I, it
can be seen that airline activity has been concentr ated considerably more on the top 30
routes since the dispute
The main features of Table 2 are:
almost 47 percent of the total domestic traffic is concentrated on the top five
routes, due to network changes wltich concentrate services on the more dense

routes;
the top 30 routes accounted for approximately 88 percent of total domestic
traffic, compared to 83 percent for the three months ending 30 June 1989;
the most significant change within the top 10 routes is the inclusion of the
Hobart - Melbourne route, ranked ninth compared to twelfth in Table I;
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TABLE 2: TOP 30 ROUTES SERVED BY DOMESTIC AIRLINES,
FOR 3 MONTHS ENDING 30 JUNE1990

1.
2
3
4..
5.

Route
Melbourne-SydneY
Brisbane-SVdnev
Adelaide-Melbourne
Coolanoatla-Sydney
Canberra-SydneY

Passenners
606537
395,255
202 669
148 987
132,836

Load
Percentage factor
(%1
of total
19.0
65.3
12.4
68
6.3
77.6
4.7
72.9
4.2
69

Ilfll!!!I·;IER!iri~e.:~:.I::':::.:::.::.I·:=.I'II.:::::£;1i;~:,.:,;,::;:::::::~;::,I::I:
6
7..
8
9.
10.

Brisbane-Melbourne
Adelaide-SYdneY
Canberra-Melbourne
Hobart-Melbourne
Brisbane-Townsville

132015
120780
111 595
101 067
91 539

~64_0

110010

11
12.
13
14
15
16
17.
18
19
20.

4.1
3.8
3.5
3.2
2.9

Melbourne-Perth
Launceston-Melbourne
Brisbane-Cairns
Perth-SYdney
Adelaide-Perth
Melbourne-Coolanoatta
Alice Snrinns-Darwin
Adelaide-Alice Snrinns
Brisbane-Rockha~lon

88 872
70,426
69 B03
60 789
53,509
48090
42,006
40781
33 436

Alice Snrinns-SydneY
Colts Harbour-Sydney
Brisbane-Mackay
Cairns-SydneY
Brisbane-Darwin
Devcnncrt-Melbcurne
Kal';";;;rlie-Perth
Sydney-Waona

24 616
21 788
21 609
21 ,218
20 869
20300
18 918
17 983

21.

22
23
24.
25
26
27
28
29.
30.

Other Routes
[TOTAL

I

"1

399 828 I
3192770 I

Note: Passenger figures are traffic on board by stage which delailthe
aggregated (inclUding transit) movernent of revenue traffIC from
one airport to the next, regardless of the ticketed origin and
destination
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the relative rankings of the Brisbane - Cairns, Brisbane - IownsviIle and Cahns
- TownsviIle rontes are due to more direct services between Brisbane and Cahns
and less indirect services via TownsviIle; and
a number of changes have taken place in the lower ranking routes of the top 30
The inclusion of Brisbane - Darwin (previously ranked 55th) and Brisbane Mackay (previously ranked 6lst) are dne to significant netwOlk changes by the
ahlines Likewise, the dropping out of the top 30, from Table 1, of Mackay Rockhampton (now ranked 50th) and Hobart - Launceston (now ranked 73rd)
are a result of the netwOlk changes which have resulted in decreased services on
these routes which have traditionally had low load factors, as a result of them
being an intermediate stage between a city pail' that is now served directly.

Opportunities for commuter operators· The lack of ah services on many routes dwing
the early stages of rebuilding by the m~jor ahlines after the pilots' dispute, provided
oppOltunities for commuter operators to provide services on routes from which they had
previously been excluded To some extent commuter operators have been able to
continue services on additional routes, while others have been forced to withdraw as the
m~jor ahlines reinstated their services
While only accounting for 9 percent of passeugers carried on scheduled
services, one major higWight for the commuter sector resulting from the pilots' dispute
is the importance of feed from the major domestic routes for these operators. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that, a number of commuter operators experienced significant
declines in patronage even though this sector of the industry was not directly involved
in the dispute.. Some of the decline on commuter routes can be attributed to commuter
operators reducing frequencies on regular routes in order to provide services on
domestic routes However the decline is mainly a direct result of loss of feed to
commuters from the major carriers and oucarriage provisions for passengers to the
major centres Only incomplete data on commuter operations is cwrently available,
however from this, the unevenness of the effects on commuter operators is reflected by
the 65 percent decline iu patronage for Western Australia commuter Goldfields Air
Services due to fewer domestic services into Perth, compared to an 8 per·cent increase in
patronage for NSW operator Hazelton Airlines, for the six month period after the pilots'
dispute. Hazelton Airlines' traffic was boosted by its operations on additional routes
following the pilots' dispute
The end result of the dispute's impact on the commuter sector is that in most
cases, the operatious of commuter operators have retwned to their pre-dispute status
with little in the way of lasting new opportunities. The exceptions to this are Rottnest
Airbus, KendeU Airlines and Eastern Airlines, which are all cwrently operating services
from which they were excluded prior to the dispute. A more positive aspect is that a
number of commuter operators did operate routes dwing the ahline rebuilding and were
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handling arrangements. WiIhin the m~jor airlines and their relative alliances, strong
corporate image is apparent in the lead up to deregulation, with the change of name for
Air NSW to Ansett NSW and the change ro Australian Airlines' colours for commUler
operators Easrem Airliues and Sunsrare Airlines

Re-equipment plans by rhe airline, Qver the last two years, re-equipment of aircraft
fleets has been undeIlaken by the domestic airlines and some commuter airlines:
Ansett have introduced Airbus A320 aircraft to its fleet;
Australian's recent strategy has been to introduce Boeing 737-400 aircraft into
its fleet after earlier planning to acquire Airbus A320s;
The pilots' dispUle was responsible for East-West bringing fOIward its plans to
drop its F27 air·craft from its fleet In Seprember last year East-West dropped
the F27 aircraft from its fleet in order to prepare for the delivery later Ihis year
of new British Aerospace 146 aircraft which it will eventually use to replace its
current F28s which will be phased out over the next two to three years; and
Commurer operators, Airlines of Tasmania and Easrem Airlines have recently
taken delivery of new generation aircraft - and inrend to introduce more as they
become available
During rebuilding after the pilots' dispute, Ansett closed down its Fokker base in
Melboume.. Ansett had used its F50s on its services to the north coast of Tasmania and
atlIibuted the pilots dispute for "irreversible damage" to these services (The Australian
1989) However, the Fokker aircraft were never really successful on these routes and it
may have been more that it was a convenient time to close down the Fokker base so that
Ansett could concentrate more on its thicker routes, than the dispnre leading to its
closnre..

Enhancement of palSenger ,ervices . In the lead up to deregulation Ansett and
Australian have undeIlaken to upgrade and expand their airport facilities at the major
airPOItS Ansett has begun to expand its terminal at Melbourne Airport which will
increase its air·CIaft parking capabilities for large aircraft ITom 10 to 18 by November.
The work is part of a national programme to upgrade airPOIl facilities WOIk is also
underway at Perth, Darwin, and Hamilton Island, and work is complere at Brisbane.
Australian Airlines has established a conference centre at Melbourne Airport and plan
to build one at Sydney, as part of its straregy to atlIact the business market
Both Australian Airlines and Ansett ar·e enhancing the service provided to
travellers by delivering their luggage to hotels Australian is offering its first and
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business-class passengers the oppottunity ro upgrade their acco=odation to better
rooms in selected hotels Ansett has inttoduced "self'write tickets", which are booklets
of blank ticket forms for travellers who operate an account with the Airline. Ansett has
also introduced a service allowing passengers to complete hotel registrations at the
alrports
In the leisure market, Australian Airlines is placing increased emphasis on its
packaging of holidays to allow increased flexibility.. Acco=odation packages are able
to be conpled with advance booking discounts on flights, which range np to 45 percenr
They have also introduced a range of two-for-one offers on holiday activities which are
available ro holders of special cards
Ansett's strategy in the leisure market has been to negotiate exclusive deals with
hotels and resotts for its holiday packages. Ansell is also offering prizes in the form of
free travel and chances to win mystery weekends of travel and acco=odation to lure

customers

Fare initiatives and yield management Ihe incumbent alrlines have always offered a
comprehensive range of discount far·es This year, Ansell and Australian introduced a
new dimension to fare discounting in Australia, based on computerised yield
management systems The airlines are able to identify off peak flights and the bookings
that ar·e made on these over a period of time to develop a booking pallem fOI individual
flights by time of day This allows the airlines to offer discount fares on nominated
flights before the flights are booked and provides them increased revenue due to the
sale of seats which otherwise would not be booked by passengers at the nOImal far·es
The results of research undettaken by the Bureau of Tourism Research indicates
that leisure oriented trips account fOI almost 52 percent of trips of more than one day
duration and involving alr as the main mode of transpOII While leisure travel is largely
income driven, the size of this sector of the market would suggest that the increased use
of discount fares by the airlines to encourage ttavellers is still a sound business sttategy,
particularly where such fares are nsed on a revenue 'top up' basis

New enttants
Expressions of interest have been lodged by several potential new operatOIs in the
domestic alrline industty after deregulation commences The intention to operate
extensive interstate route netwOIks have been announced by four new operators ro date
These are Compass Airlines, Capitol Airlines, Southern Cross Airlines and Trans
Continental Airlines
In addition to the expressions of interest from the four main potential operarors,
a number of others have expressed their intention to commence services, including Air
Hibiscus, Sea Board Airlines and some co=uters who want to expand their nerworks
to include some new roUles from which they are cuuentIy excluded
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Compass Airiine' Compass Airlines is the most advanced of any of the possible new
entrants in its preparations to operate after detegnlation. The Airline released its
prospectus in May this year, and was successful in raising $65 million equity tluuugh
the issue of public shar·es Compass, which is proposed to be based in Brisbane, expects
to take delivery of the first two of five Airbus A300 aircraft in March 1991 and the
other three about two years later In the intervening time between commencing services
and the arrival of its aircraft, Compass will lease two aircraft from British airline
Monarch The route network that Compass proposes to operate includes Sydney,
Melbomne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Cairns, Perth and Coolangatta.

Trans Continental Airline,. Trans Continental Airlines has been established by former
pilots of Ansett and Ipec.. Tbe Airline intends to base the its operations in Melbomne
and operate nationally with a fleet of twelve Boeing 737-300 aircraft

Southern Cross Airlines: Southern Cross Airlines has been established by former senior
executives of Australian Airlines The Airline has announced that it will operate frum
either Brisbane or Melbomne and setve all the main cities. Southern Cross also intends
to use McDonnell Douglas MD-83 air·craft for its operations (The Australian 1990)

Capitol Airlines. Capitol Airlines, also proposes to base itself in Brisbane and plans to
operate a similar route network to Compass, concentrating on the eastern ports Capitol
will include Townsville in its network in addition to the ports that Compass proposes to
serve, but will not fly to Perth
The Airline plans to lease eight McDonnell
DouglasMD-83 jets.
There is still some doubt over whethet Capitol will start operations in Australia
aftet deregulation, as press reports indicate that the management is also reviewing other
options available to them to help set np airlines in South-East Asia The Airline has
deferred its planned launch for at least six months, and suggested it might even
discontinue its plans to fly in Australia (Financial Review 1990)

Domestic Terminal access. On 22 May 1990, Compass Airlines and Trans Contluental
Airlines were awarded priority ranking for access to terminal facilities at each of the
relevant airports, except Launceston, where Irans Continental was awarded fitst
priority.. Southern Cross Airlines was awarded third priority at Sydney and Me1bomne
airports and intends to make alternative arrangements with the Federal Airports
Corporation (FAC) for terminal access at the other ports it intends to serve. Capitol
Airlines was awarded third priority for tetminal facilities at Adelaide, Petth and
Coolangatta; and fowth priority at Sydney and Melbowne
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Compass has announced that it will use Australian Airlines' facilities where it is
unable to provide its own, while bans Continental seeks to use Ansetrs' facilities at the
pmts where it was awarded primity

Con

The
monl

Growth forecasts
As far as growth forecasts of domestic passenger demand are concerned, velY little
wmk has been undertaken in recent years that explicitly takes into account the effects of
deregulation.. rhe most recently published forecasts are those uudeltaken for the
Federal Airpmts Cmpmation, released in March 1990 rhe forecasts are based on the
assumption that the pilots' dispute will not have any lasting effect on long-telm demand
The forecasts provide fm avelage annual growth of 3 5 percent for the 20 year peliod
up to 2008 (FAC 1990)

Determinants oj passenger growth The airlines have at their disposal two primary
approaches to stimulate passenger demand. These are through the fares that they offer
and the quality of selvice (including frequency) that they provide..
Research nndeItaken by the BTCE several years ago and based on a small
segment of the market has suggested that passengers are relatively insensitive to
changes in air fares ovelall, but celtain segments of the market are sensitive to changes
in air fares (B TCE 1985) The more recent study undeltaken fm the FAC has predicted
that air fare reductions will not be sustainable beyond the shalt telm (FAC, 1990) The
FAC's scenarios provide two possibilities; an initial 10 perceut accross-the-board
decline in real air fares followed by possible fllIthel declines of 5 percent in 1992 and
1993 and then to remain constant in real telms, 01 that fares will not be reduced and will
continue to lise in real telms as real costs increase
If unable to maintain reductions in real air far~s beyond the shmt telm, the
airlines may choose to compete on selvice quality options available to them
Competition is likely to OCCllI in frequencies and attractiveness of selvices, fOI example
direct flights versus indirect flights, The CllIrent fare fOlmula used by the IAFC to
detelmine fares to be charged by the aillines gives higher revenue from multi-stop
selvices due to the flag fall component of the fmmula Thus this discollIages direct
flights, although these are preferred by the consumels The airlines have already
instituted network changes with more direct flights, as outlined earlier in this paper,
which, under the CllIrent fare structure imposed by the IAFC, may result in reduced
revenue in the velY shmt telm, but with gains to be made thereaftel With the new
netwmk structures in place now, the incumbent airlines will be in a position to
introduce new fare structures upon deregulation which are more in line with these
netwmks
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Conclusions

The changes that have occurred in the domestic aviation industry over the last 18
months have set the scene for a challenging time after deregulation of the industry on 31
October 1990. The major outcomes that can be expected from deregulation are that the
industry will gain at least one new major operator by the end of 1990, in Compass
Airlines, and the industry should be more competitive The main area from which
competition will arise, aside from Compass' entry, will be from the fact that Ansett
Airlines' and Australian Airlines' ability to control supply of capacity on major routes
and pIice, will disappear; and East-West will enter the new era with a much more
competitive aircraft fleet, with the introduction of its BAe 146 aircraft
With the slowing down of the Australian economy during 1990, it ntight be expected
that any new operators would find it difficult to establish themselves as competitors as
the airline industry enters a new era of competition at a time when the market for aiI
travel may be depressed It is well known from Australian and overseas expelience that
a major effect on passenger demand is the state of the economy, however expeIience in
the US and Canada have shown the effects of the economy on new operators to be
somewhat surprising. In the early stages of deregulation in the US, the economy was in
the midst of a downturn The effect of this was that new operators with lower cost
structures did very well in the depressed market It was not until after the economy
recovered that many of the new operators found the going tough.. Conversely, when
deregulation commenced in Canada, the economy was in a state of growth, and it was
the new entrant Ward Air which had embarked on an aggressive pIice cutting strategy
whose bid ended in its amalgamation with Canadian. These examples serve to show
that it is not clear cut that a slowing in the economy will necessarily adversely effect
any new operators in the early stages of deregulation, particularly if, as Compass
claims, they have lower cost structures than the incumbent aiIliues
While initial support for the new airlines will be partly out of cUIiosity by
travellers to compare them to the incumbent aiIlines, overseas expeIience with
deregulation suggests that theiI continued success may be largely determined by theiI
strategic choices iu the quality of service provided to the busiuess traveller as well as
the offer of cheaper fares to the discretionary leisure traveller
The rebuilding of the incumbent aiIlines after the pilots' dispute has given them
the opportunity to restructure theiI route networks and schedules in preparation for new
fare strategies that they will introduce after deregulation Over the last six months to
deregulation, the incumbent aiIlines have been able to test out theiI new network
structures on the travelling public and should commence the deregulated environment
with finely tuned networks Ihis, tog, Iher with new yield management techniques that
have been introduced by the aiIlines should enable them to be competitive with the new
aiIlines
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The impact that deregulation will have on the commuter sector is another largely
unknown quantity. These operators are expected to become more important on
interstate routes as they will be able to fill in the scheduling gaps during the off'peak
times, when it is less profitable for the major airlines to operate jet services. Some of
the commuter airlines experienced operations on some of the routes to which they will
have access, during the early stages of airline rebuilding after the pilots' dispute. In
terms of current benefits to these operators from the services they provided during the
airlines' rebuilding, very little has been gained However these operators did have the
opportunity to test out some new markets for a short time after the dispute and no doubt
would have noted the experience for future reference after deregnlation commences
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